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Ashley Kate HR & Finance along with Eversheds Sutherland

(International) LLP have been coordinating HR Director

Boardroom events for over 10 years.   Each year we invite

influential HR Directors to talk openly about topics pertinent to

the HR Community.  

The idea behind this format is to bring HR Directors together in

a boardroom to discuss and debate the topic presented;

Partners of Eversheds Sutherland (International) LLP chair these

meetings.

Since the global pandemic, we have adapted the HR Director

Boardroom and Employment Law Updates events to an online

video platform, to ensure we are still supporting the HR

community. The first of which took place in June 2020.

This workshop was presented by Jacqueline Jardine, owner of

Jardine-White Consultancy.

"Menopause at work: changing minds about changing bodies"

© MIPO

Following is the summary from this session. If you are

interested in joining one of these events or would like to be

considered as a guest speaker, please get in touch with: 

amanda.underhill@ashleykatehr.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-l-bryan-6b4b0b5/
mailto:amanda.underhill@ashleykatehr.com


"Menopause at work - changing minds
about changing bodies" © MIPO
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DISCUSSION
TOPIC 

Presented by Jacqueline Jardine, owner of 

Jardine-White Consultancy.
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SUMMARY
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A great session, I liked the mix of breakout groups.

FEEDBACK
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Very interesting and thought-provoking event. 

I really enjoyed the interactive nature of the session. 

A well organised and thought-provoking session.

Great speaker, interesting topic and a well
organised event.



I have a heart-felt desire to help people. Throughout my career, from
starting out as an HR generalist with Sainsbury's over 28 years ago to
starting my own business 11 years ago, my mantra has been “It’s all about
applying a human approach to ‘people management’ and putting the ‘H’
back into Human Resources.” Put simply, I don’t have a typical HR and
development view of things".

I founded my own business in 2011, Jardine-White Consulting which offers
HR services, learning & development support, and business coaching… with
a difference. Our solutions are bespoke and specifically tailored to the
needs of the business, of course, and very much focused on respecting the
human element too. We work with individuals, within teams, within small,
medium or large-sized businesses, always seeking to ensure that both
business and people need to shape our methodology.

Connect with Jacqueline on LinkedIn
Mobile: +44 7813098676
Email: info@j-w-c.co.uk
Website:www.j-w-c.co.uk
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JACQUELINE
JARDINE

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jardinewhiteconsultingltd/
mailto:info@j-w-c.co.uk
http://www.j-w-c.co.uk/


If you’re looking for a new recruitment
opportunity or want to find out more about 

what our Group can offer, please get in touch.

Part of Nicholas Associates Group

Contact us

ashleykatehr.com


